Find a doctor online or from your mobile device:

Here’s how you can get information about doctors in your area. (See the bottom of page for out of state options.)

For members or non-members

1. Log in to anthem.com and under Useful Tools on the right, click on Find a Doctor and choose what kind of doctor or health professional you want to find.

2. Enter your city and state or zip and click on Search if you are logged into your Anthem account, otherwise:

3. This is what you will see on the screen and the selections you should make:

   I’d like to search by selecting a plan:
   State: Indiana
   Plan Type: PPO
   Plan Name: Blue Access

If you are searching for a provider out of state, please go to the Advance Search options and on the Insurance Plan Information tab update your plan to reflect National PPO / BlueCard PPO to insure the largest list of providers are given to you.